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Direct detection update: LUX

Oct 30, 2013

๏ Xe detector, 85.3 days, 118 kg fiducial volume
๏ 90% C.L. limit of 7.6 x 10-46 cm2 @ 33 GeV

LUX 2013
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the NR mean, for the search dataset. The spatial
distribution of the events matches that expected from the
ER backgrounds in full detector simulations. We select
the upper bound of 30 phe (S1) for the signal estimation
analysis to avoid additional background from the 5 keV

ee

x-ray from 127Xe.
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FIG. 4. The LUX WIMP signal region. Events in the 118 kg
fiducial volume during the 85.3 live-day exposure are shown.
Lines as shown in Fig. 3, with vertical dashed cyan lines
showing the 2-30 phe range used for the signal estimation
analysis.

Confidence intervals on the spin-independent WIMP-
nucleon cross section are set using a profile likelihood
ratio (PLR) test statistic [35], exploiting the separation
of signal and background distributions in four physical
quantities: radius, depth, light (S1), and charge (S2).
The fit is made over the parameter of interest plus three
Gaussian-constrained nuisance parameters which encode
uncertainty in the rates of 127Xe, �-rays from internal
components and the combination of 214Pb and 85Kr.
The distributions, in the observed quantities, of the four
model components are as described above and do not
vary in the fit: with the non-uniform spatial distributions
of �-ray backgrounds and x-ray lines from 127Xe obtained
from energy-deposition simulations [31].

The energy spectrum of WIMP-nucleus recoils is
modeled using a standard isothermal Maxwellian velocity
distribution [36], with v

0

= 220 km/s; v

esc

= 544 km/s;
⇢

0

= 0.3 GeV/c

3; average Earth velocity of 245 km s�1,
and Helm form factor [37, 38]. We conservatively model
no signal below 3.0 keV

nr

(the lowest energy for which
direct NR yield measurements exist [30, 40]). We do
not profile the uncertainties in NR yield, assuming a
model which provides excellent agreement with LUX
data (Fig. 1 and [39]), in addition to being conservative
compared to past works [23]. We also do not account
for uncertainties in astrophysical parameters, which are
beyond the scope of this work. Signal models in S1 and S2
are obtained for each WIMP mass from full simulations.
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FIG. 5. The LUX 90% confidence limit on the spin-
independent elastic WIMP-nucleon cross section (blue),
together with the ±1� variation from repeated trials, where
trials fluctuating below the expected number of events for
zero BG are forced to 2.3 (blue shaded). We also show
Edelweiss II [41] (dark yellow line), CDMS II [42] (green line),
ZEPLIN-III [43] (magenta line) and XENON100 100 live-
day [44] (orange line), and 225 live-day [45] (red line) results.
The inset (same axis units) also shows the regions measured
from annual modulation in CoGeNT [46] (light red, shaded),
along with exclusion limits from low threshold re-analysis
of CDMS II data [47] (upper green line), 95% allowed
region from CDMS II silicon detectors [48] (green shaded)
and centroid (green x), 90% allowed region from CRESST
II [49] (yellow shaded) and DAMA/LIBRA allowed region [50]
interpreted by [51] (grey shaded).

The observed PLR for zero signal is entirely consistent
with its simulated distribution, giving a p-value for the
background-only hypothesis of 0.35. The 90% C.L.
upper limit on the number of expected signal events
ranges, over WIMP masses, from 2.4 to 5.3. A variation
of one standard deviation in detection e�ciency shifts
the limit by an average of only 5%. The systematic
uncertainty in the position of the NR band was estimated
by averaging the di↵erence between the centroids of
simulated and observed AmBe data in log(S2b/S1). This
yielded an uncertainty of 0.044 in the centroid, which
propagates to a maximum uncertainty of 25% in the high
mass limit.

The 90% upper C. L. cross sections for spin-
independent WIMP models are thus shown in Fig. 5
with a minimum cross section of 7.6⇥10�46 cm2 for a
WIMP mass of 33 GeV/c2. This represents a significant
improvement over the sensitivities of earlier searches [42,
43, 45, 46]. The low energy threshold of LUX permits
direct testing of low mass WIMP hypotheses where
there are potential hints of signal [42, 46, 49, 50].
These results do not support such hypotheses based
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Indirect detection update: AMS

AMS, PRL110, 141102 (2013)

10 GeV the positron fraction decreases with increasing
energy as expected from the secondary production of
cosmic rays by collision with the interstellar medium.
The positron fraction is steadily increasing from 10 to
!250 GeV. This is not consistent with only the secondary
production of positrons [17]. The behavior above 250 GeV
will become more transparent with more statistics which
will also allow improved treatment of the systematics.

Table I (see also [13]) also presents the contribution of
individual sources to the systematic error for different bins
which are added in quadrature to arrive at the total system-
atic uncertainty. As seen, the total systematic error at the
highest energies is dominated by the uncertainty in the
magnitude of the charge confusion.

Most importantly, several independent analyses were
performed on the same data sample by different study
groups. Results of these analyses are consistent with those
presented in Fig. 5 and in Table I (see also [13]).

The observation of the positron fraction increase with
energy has been reported by earlier experiments: TS93
[18], Wizard/CAPRICE [19], HEAT [20], AMS-01 [21],
PAMELA [22], and Fermi-LAT [23]. The most recent
results are presented in Fig. 5 for comparison. The accu-
racy of AMS-02 and high statistics available enable the
reported AMS-02 positron fraction spectrum to be clearly
distinct from earlier work. The AMS-02 spectrum has the
unique resolution, statistics, and energy range to provide
accurate information on new phenomena.
The accuracy of the data (Table I and [13]) enables us to

investigate the properties of the positron fraction with
different models. We present here the results of comparing
our data with a minimal model, as an example. In this
model the e" and e# fluxes,!e" and!e# , respectively, are
parametrized as the sum of individual diffuse power law
spectra and the contribution of a single common source
of e$:

!e" % Ce"E
#!e" " CsE

#!se#E=Es ; (1)

!e# % Ce#E
#!e# " CsE

#!se#E=Es (2)

(with E in GeV), where the coefficients Ce" and Ce#

correspond to relative weights of diffuse spectra for posi-
trons and electrons, respectively, and Cs to the weight of
the source spectrum; !e" , !e# , and !s are the correspond-
ing spectral indices; and Es is a characteristic cutoff energy
for the source spectrum. With this parametrization the
positron fraction depends on five parameters. A fit to the
data in the energy range 1–350 GeV based on the number
of events in each bin yields a "2=d:f: % 28:5=57 and the
following: !e# # !e" % #0:63$ 0:03, i.e., the diffuse
positron spectrum is softer, that is, less energetic with
increasing energy, than the diffuse electron spectrum;
!e# # !s % 0:66$ 0:05, i.e., the source spectrum is
harder than the diffuse electron spectrum; Ce"=Ce# %
0:091$ 0:001, i.e., the weight of the diffuse positron flux
amounts to !10% of that of the diffuse electron flux;
Cs=Ce# % 0:0078$ 0:0012, i.e., the weight of the com-
mon source constitutes only !1% of that of the diffuse
electron flux; and 1=Es % 0:0013$ 0:0007 GeV#1, corre-
sponding to a cutoff energy of 760"1000

#280 GeV. The fit is
shown in Fig. 6 as a solid curve. The agreement between
the data and the model shows that the positron fraction
spectrum is consistent with e$ fluxes each of which is the
sum of its diffuse spectrum and a single common power
law source. No fine structures are observed in the data. The
excellent agreement of this model with the data indicates
that the model is insensitive to solar modulation effects
[24] during this period. Indeed, fitting over the energy
ranges from 0.8–350 GeV to 6.0–350 GeV does not change
the results nor the fit quality. Furthermore, fitting the data
with the same model extended to include different solar
modulation effects on positrons and electrons yields simi-
lar results. This study also shows that the slope of the
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FIG. 4 (color). (a) Stability of the measurement in the energy
range 83.2–100 GeVover wide variations of the cuts fitted with a
Gaussian of width 1.1%. (b) The positron fraction shows no
correlation with the number of selected positrons.
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FIG. 5 (color). The positron fraction compared with the most
recent measurements from PAMELA [22] and Fermi-LAT [23].
The comparatively small error bars for AMS are the quadratic
sum of the statistical and systematic uncertainties (see Table I
and [13]), and the horizontal positions are the centers of
each bin.
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week ending
5 APRIL 2013

141102-7

6.8x106 e+e- events ๏ dark matter 
   annihilation? decay?  
๏ nearby pulsar?
๏ ...
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1303.5062, 1303.5076

Planck Collaboration: The Planck mission

Fig. 14. The SMICA CMB map (with 3 % of the sky replaced by a constrained Gaussian realization).

Fig. 15. Spatial distribution of the noise RMS on a color scale of 25 µK
for the SMICA CMB map. It has been estimated from the noise map
obtained by running SMICA through the half-ring maps and taking the
half-di↵erence. The average noise RMS is 17 µK. SMICA does not
produce CMB values in the blanked pixels. They are replaced by a con-
strained Gaussian realization.

for bandpowers at ` < 50, using the cleanest 87 % of the sky. We
supplement this ‘low-`’ temperature likelihood with the pixel-
based polarization likelihood at large-scales (` < 23) from the
WMAP 9-year data release (Bennett et al. 2012). These need to
be corrected for the dust contamination, for which we use the
WMAP procedure. However, we have checked that switching
to a correction based on the 353 GHz Planck polarization data,
the parameters extracted from the likelihood are changed by less
than 1�.

At smaller scales, 50 < ` < 2500, we compute the power
spectra of the multi-frequency Planck temperature maps, and
their associated covariance matrices, using the 100, 143, and

Fig. 16. Angular spectra for the SMICA CMB products, evaluated over
the confidence mask, and after removing the beam window function:
spectrum of the CMB map (dark blue), spectrum of the noise in that
map from the half-rings (magenta), their di↵erence (grey) and a binned
version of it (red).

217 GHz channels, and cross-spectra between these channels11.
Given the limited frequency range used in this part of the analy-
sis, the Galaxy is more conservatively masked to avoid contam-
ination by Galactic dust, retaining 58 % of the sky at 100 GHz,
and 37 % at 143 and 217 GHz.

11 interband calibration uncertainties have been estimated by compar-
ing directly the cross spectra and found to be within 2.4 and 3.4⇥10�3

respectively for 100 and 217 GHz with respect to 143 GHz

25

March, 2013
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Given the limited frequency range used in this part of the analy-
sis, the Galaxy is more conservatively masked to avoid contam-
ination by Galactic dust, retaining 58 % of the sky at 100 GHz,
and 37 % at 143 and 217 GHz.
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We are living through a revolution in our 
understanding of the Universe 

on the largest scales

For the first time in history, 
we have a complete picture of the Universe
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Outline

๏ The evidence of dark matter

๏ What is dark matter? 
- dark matter and new physics

๏ Dark matter detection 
- Direct detection
- Indirect detection
- Search at colliders

为什么？

是什么？

看什么？
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NGC 2403

Rotation curves of galaxies and galactic clusters

Constrain Ωm

Ωi=ρi/ρc
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Exp evidence: rotation curves   

NGC 2403

Rotation curves of galaxies and galactic clusters

Vc ～ const

Vc ～ 1/r1/2

Dark matter 
in halo

Constrain Ωm

Ωi=ρi/ρc
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Gravitational lensing

Constrain Ωm

Exp evidence: lensing   
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colliding clusters

Exp evidence: bullet cluster   
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Exp evidence: supernovae  

Supernovae

Constrain acceleration of expansion:  Ωm-ΩΛ
attractive matter vs. repulsive dark energy
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Exp evidence: CMB   

Cosmic Microwave Background

Constrain geometry of the Universe: ΩΛ+Ωm total energy density
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Exp evidence: BBN   

Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

Constrain the density in baryon: ΩB

Edward Wright (2012)
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๏ Remarkable agreement
๏ Remarkable precision (<10%)

Synthesis   

Ω=68% ± 2%

Ω=27% ± 2%

Ω ～ 3%

Ω ～ 0.5%

Ω ～ 0.5%
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We know how much, but no idea what it is.

Dark matter Dark energy

No known particles contribute All known particles contribute

Probably tied to mweak ～ 100 GeV Probably tied to mPlanck ～ 1019 GeV

Several compelling solutions No compelling solutions
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Dark matter
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   CDM requirements

 • Gravitational 
   interacting

• Stable
• Non-baryonic
• Neutral
• Cold (massive)
 • Correct density

Source: Fermilab media
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Dark matter
-

   CDM requirements

 • Gravitational 
   interacting

• Stable
• Non-baryonic
• Neutral
• Cold (massive)
 • Correct density

No good candidates for CDM in SM

Source: Fermilab media

Even Higgs can not do it !
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Zoo of dark matter

mass and interaction strengths span many, many orders of magnitude
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Roskowski (2004) 
Baer and Tata (2007)

DM provide precise, unambiguous evidence for new physics
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WIMP
-

Boltzmann equation

expansion χχ → ff

Temperature / kbT/mχc
2

Time →

Γ=n<σv> v.s.  H
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WIMP
-

Boltzmann equation

expansion χχ → ff

nrelic

nequilibrium

Temperature / kbT/mχc
2

Time →

Approximately, Ωrelic ∝ 1/<σv>

Γ=n<σv> v.s.  H
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Weak Interacting Massive Particle 

WIMP
• mWIMP∼ mweak

• gweak
2  

⇒ Ω h2 ∼ 0.3 

naturally around the observed value
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WIMP-

Weak Interacting Massive Particle 

WIMP
• mWIMP∼ mweak

• gweak
2  

⇒ Ω h2 ∼ 0.3 

naturally around the observed value

connect to new 
physics @ TeV?
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Dark matter and new physics  
-

Dark Matter: new stable particle

• there are usually many new weak scale particles 
 
• constraints (proton decay, large EW corrections) 
              
                 discrete symmetry

                      stability

            good dark matter candidate

๏ In many BSM theories, DM is easier to explain than no DM
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DM

๏ Scatter from a Nuclei in a Terrestrial 
particle detector
๏ Measure nuclear recoil energy

Number of target
nuclei in detector

Local WIMP density
(astro physics)

scattering cross section
(particle physics)

<E> ~ 30 KeV             rate < 0.01/kg/day
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the NR mean, for the search dataset. The spatial
distribution of the events matches that expected from the
ER backgrounds in full detector simulations. We select
the upper bound of 30 phe (S1) for the signal estimation
analysis to avoid additional background from the 5 keV

ee

x-ray from 127Xe.
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FIG. 4. The LUX WIMP signal region. Events in the 118 kg
fiducial volume during the 85.3 live-day exposure are shown.
Lines as shown in Fig. 3, with vertical dashed cyan lines
showing the 2-30 phe range used for the signal estimation
analysis.

Confidence intervals on the spin-independent WIMP-
nucleon cross section are set using a profile likelihood
ratio (PLR) test statistic [35], exploiting the separation
of signal and background distributions in four physical
quantities: radius, depth, light (S1), and charge (S2).
The fit is made over the parameter of interest plus three
Gaussian-constrained nuisance parameters which encode
uncertainty in the rates of 127Xe, �-rays from internal
components and the combination of 214Pb and 85Kr.
The distributions, in the observed quantities, of the four
model components are as described above and do not
vary in the fit: with the non-uniform spatial distributions
of �-ray backgrounds and x-ray lines from 127Xe obtained
from energy-deposition simulations [31].

The energy spectrum of WIMP-nucleus recoils is
modeled using a standard isothermal Maxwellian velocity
distribution [36], with v

0

= 220 km/s; v

esc

= 544 km/s;
⇢

0

= 0.3 GeV/c

3; average Earth velocity of 245 km s�1,
and Helm form factor [37, 38]. We conservatively model
no signal below 3.0 keV

nr

(the lowest energy for which
direct NR yield measurements exist [30, 40]). We do
not profile the uncertainties in NR yield, assuming a
model which provides excellent agreement with LUX
data (Fig. 1 and [39]), in addition to being conservative
compared to past works [23]. We also do not account
for uncertainties in astrophysical parameters, which are
beyond the scope of this work. Signal models in S1 and S2
are obtained for each WIMP mass from full simulations.
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FIG. 5. The LUX 90% confidence limit on the spin-
independent elastic WIMP-nucleon cross section (blue),
together with the ±1� variation from repeated trials, where
trials fluctuating below the expected number of events for
zero BG are forced to 2.3 (blue shaded). We also show
Edelweiss II [41] (dark yellow line), CDMS II [42] (green line),
ZEPLIN-III [43] (magenta line) and XENON100 100 live-
day [44] (orange line), and 225 live-day [45] (red line) results.
The inset (same axis units) also shows the regions measured
from annual modulation in CoGeNT [46] (light red, shaded),
along with exclusion limits from low threshold re-analysis
of CDMS II data [47] (upper green line), 95% allowed
region from CDMS II silicon detectors [48] (green shaded)
and centroid (green x), 90% allowed region from CRESST
II [49] (yellow shaded) and DAMA/LIBRA allowed region [50]
interpreted by [51] (grey shaded).

The observed PLR for zero signal is entirely consistent
with its simulated distribution, giving a p-value for the
background-only hypothesis of 0.35. The 90% C.L.
upper limit on the number of expected signal events
ranges, over WIMP masses, from 2.4 to 5.3. A variation
of one standard deviation in detection e�ciency shifts
the limit by an average of only 5%. The systematic
uncertainty in the position of the NR band was estimated
by averaging the di↵erence between the centroids of
simulated and observed AmBe data in log(S2b/S1). This
yielded an uncertainty of 0.044 in the centroid, which
propagates to a maximum uncertainty of 25% in the high
mass limit.

The 90% upper C. L. cross sections for spin-
independent WIMP models are thus shown in Fig. 5
with a minimum cross section of 7.6⇥10�46 cm2 for a
WIMP mass of 33 GeV/c2. This represents a significant
improvement over the sensitivities of earlier searches [42,
43, 45, 46]. The low energy threshold of LUX permits
direct testing of low mass WIMP hypotheses where
there are potential hints of signal [42, 46, 49, 50].
These results do not support such hypotheses based

LUX, arXiv: 1310.8214
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Direct detection: summary

๏ A lot of new detection techniques have been developed 
for direct dark matter detection.

๏ So far, there are no convincing results for a positive 
dark matter detection.

๏ Light DM signals observed in several dark matter 
experiments don’t fit together. They are in conflict with 
null result experiments. 

๏ Are the observed signals from unknown background? Or 
standard scattering model needs to be modified?

๏ Experiments with low BG and large detectors are 
coming online to continue the hunting of dark matter. 
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in   (amplifier)       to                          ,
       a place                              some particles
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Dark Matter annihilates 
  

in  center of the sun to      neutrinos      ,
       a place                                  some particles
  

which are detected by AMANDA, ICECUBE.
                                                    an experiment 

re
ci

pe

ν

µ

earth

Dark matter density in 
the sun, capture rate
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Dark Matter annihilates 
  

in  galactic center  to      photons      ,
       a place                                  some particles
  

which are detected by FERMI, HESS.
                                                    an experiment re

ci
pe

Dark matter density in 
the center of the galaxy

HESS FERMI
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Dark Matter annihilates 
  

in   the halo    to               positions            ,
       a place                                some particles
  

which are detected by AMS, FERMI, PAMELA.
                                                    an experiment re

ci
pe

Dark matter density 
profile in the halo

AMS
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AMS AMS, PRL110, 141102 (2013)

10 GeV the positron fraction decreases with increasing
energy as expected from the secondary production of
cosmic rays by collision with the interstellar medium.
The positron fraction is steadily increasing from 10 to
!250 GeV. This is not consistent with only the secondary
production of positrons [17]. The behavior above 250 GeV
will become more transparent with more statistics which
will also allow improved treatment of the systematics.

Table I (see also [13]) also presents the contribution of
individual sources to the systematic error for different bins
which are added in quadrature to arrive at the total system-
atic uncertainty. As seen, the total systematic error at the
highest energies is dominated by the uncertainty in the
magnitude of the charge confusion.

Most importantly, several independent analyses were
performed on the same data sample by different study
groups. Results of these analyses are consistent with those
presented in Fig. 5 and in Table I (see also [13]).

The observation of the positron fraction increase with
energy has been reported by earlier experiments: TS93
[18], Wizard/CAPRICE [19], HEAT [20], AMS-01 [21],
PAMELA [22], and Fermi-LAT [23]. The most recent
results are presented in Fig. 5 for comparison. The accu-
racy of AMS-02 and high statistics available enable the
reported AMS-02 positron fraction spectrum to be clearly
distinct from earlier work. The AMS-02 spectrum has the
unique resolution, statistics, and energy range to provide
accurate information on new phenomena.
The accuracy of the data (Table I and [13]) enables us to

investigate the properties of the positron fraction with
different models. We present here the results of comparing
our data with a minimal model, as an example. In this
model the e" and e# fluxes,!e" and!e# , respectively, are
parametrized as the sum of individual diffuse power law
spectra and the contribution of a single common source
of e$:

!e" % Ce"E
#!e" " CsE

#!se#E=Es ; (1)

!e# % Ce#E
#!e# " CsE

#!se#E=Es (2)

(with E in GeV), where the coefficients Ce" and Ce#

correspond to relative weights of diffuse spectra for posi-
trons and electrons, respectively, and Cs to the weight of
the source spectrum; !e" , !e# , and !s are the correspond-
ing spectral indices; and Es is a characteristic cutoff energy
for the source spectrum. With this parametrization the
positron fraction depends on five parameters. A fit to the
data in the energy range 1–350 GeV based on the number
of events in each bin yields a "2=d:f: % 28:5=57 and the
following: !e# # !e" % #0:63$ 0:03, i.e., the diffuse
positron spectrum is softer, that is, less energetic with
increasing energy, than the diffuse electron spectrum;
!e# # !s % 0:66$ 0:05, i.e., the source spectrum is
harder than the diffuse electron spectrum; Ce"=Ce# %
0:091$ 0:001, i.e., the weight of the diffuse positron flux
amounts to !10% of that of the diffuse electron flux;
Cs=Ce# % 0:0078$ 0:0012, i.e., the weight of the com-
mon source constitutes only !1% of that of the diffuse
electron flux; and 1=Es % 0:0013$ 0:0007 GeV#1, corre-
sponding to a cutoff energy of 760"1000

#280 GeV. The fit is
shown in Fig. 6 as a solid curve. The agreement between
the data and the model shows that the positron fraction
spectrum is consistent with e$ fluxes each of which is the
sum of its diffuse spectrum and a single common power
law source. No fine structures are observed in the data. The
excellent agreement of this model with the data indicates
that the model is insensitive to solar modulation effects
[24] during this period. Indeed, fitting over the energy
ranges from 0.8–350 GeV to 6.0–350 GeV does not change
the results nor the fit quality. Furthermore, fitting the data
with the same model extended to include different solar
modulation effects on positrons and electrons yields simi-
lar results. This study also shows that the slope of the
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FIG. 4 (color). (a) Stability of the measurement in the energy
range 83.2–100 GeVover wide variations of the cuts fitted with a
Gaussian of width 1.1%. (b) The positron fraction shows no
correlation with the number of selected positrons.
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FIG. 5 (color). The positron fraction compared with the most
recent measurements from PAMELA [22] and Fermi-LAT [23].
The comparatively small error bars for AMS are the quadratic
sum of the statistical and systematic uncertainties (see Table I
and [13]), and the horizontal positions are the centers of
each bin.
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week ending
5 APRIL 2013
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10 GeV the positron fraction decreases with increasing
energy as expected from the secondary production of
cosmic rays by collision with the interstellar medium.
The positron fraction is steadily increasing from 10 to
!250 GeV. This is not consistent with only the secondary
production of positrons [17]. The behavior above 250 GeV
will become more transparent with more statistics which
will also allow improved treatment of the systematics.

Table I (see also [13]) also presents the contribution of
individual sources to the systematic error for different bins
which are added in quadrature to arrive at the total system-
atic uncertainty. As seen, the total systematic error at the
highest energies is dominated by the uncertainty in the
magnitude of the charge confusion.

Most importantly, several independent analyses were
performed on the same data sample by different study
groups. Results of these analyses are consistent with those
presented in Fig. 5 and in Table I (see also [13]).

The observation of the positron fraction increase with
energy has been reported by earlier experiments: TS93
[18], Wizard/CAPRICE [19], HEAT [20], AMS-01 [21],
PAMELA [22], and Fermi-LAT [23]. The most recent
results are presented in Fig. 5 for comparison. The accu-
racy of AMS-02 and high statistics available enable the
reported AMS-02 positron fraction spectrum to be clearly
distinct from earlier work. The AMS-02 spectrum has the
unique resolution, statistics, and energy range to provide
accurate information on new phenomena.
The accuracy of the data (Table I and [13]) enables us to

investigate the properties of the positron fraction with
different models. We present here the results of comparing
our data with a minimal model, as an example. In this
model the e" and e# fluxes,!e" and!e# , respectively, are
parametrized as the sum of individual diffuse power law
spectra and the contribution of a single common source
of e$:

!e" % Ce"E
#!e" " CsE

#!se#E=Es ; (1)

!e# % Ce#E
#!e# " CsE

#!se#E=Es (2)

(with E in GeV), where the coefficients Ce" and Ce#

correspond to relative weights of diffuse spectra for posi-
trons and electrons, respectively, and Cs to the weight of
the source spectrum; !e" , !e# , and !s are the correspond-
ing spectral indices; and Es is a characteristic cutoff energy
for the source spectrum. With this parametrization the
positron fraction depends on five parameters. A fit to the
data in the energy range 1–350 GeV based on the number
of events in each bin yields a "2=d:f: % 28:5=57 and the
following: !e# # !e" % #0:63$ 0:03, i.e., the diffuse
positron spectrum is softer, that is, less energetic with
increasing energy, than the diffuse electron spectrum;
!e# # !s % 0:66$ 0:05, i.e., the source spectrum is
harder than the diffuse electron spectrum; Ce"=Ce# %
0:091$ 0:001, i.e., the weight of the diffuse positron flux
amounts to !10% of that of the diffuse electron flux;
Cs=Ce# % 0:0078$ 0:0012, i.e., the weight of the com-
mon source constitutes only !1% of that of the diffuse
electron flux; and 1=Es % 0:0013$ 0:0007 GeV#1, corre-
sponding to a cutoff energy of 760"1000

#280 GeV. The fit is
shown in Fig. 6 as a solid curve. The agreement between
the data and the model shows that the positron fraction
spectrum is consistent with e$ fluxes each of which is the
sum of its diffuse spectrum and a single common power
law source. No fine structures are observed in the data. The
excellent agreement of this model with the data indicates
that the model is insensitive to solar modulation effects
[24] during this period. Indeed, fitting over the energy
ranges from 0.8–350 GeV to 6.0–350 GeV does not change
the results nor the fit quality. Furthermore, fitting the data
with the same model extended to include different solar
modulation effects on positrons and electrons yields simi-
lar results. This study also shows that the slope of the
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FIG. 4 (color). (a) Stability of the measurement in the energy
range 83.2–100 GeVover wide variations of the cuts fitted with a
Gaussian of width 1.1%. (b) The positron fraction shows no
correlation with the number of selected positrons.
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FIG. 5 (color). The positron fraction compared with the most
recent measurements from PAMELA [22] and Fermi-LAT [23].
The comparatively small error bars for AMS are the quadratic
sum of the statistical and systematic uncertainties (see Table I
and [13]), and the horizontal positions are the centers of
each bin.
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production of positrons [17]. The behavior above 250 GeV
will become more transparent with more statistics which
will also allow improved treatment of the systematics.

Table I (see also [13]) also presents the contribution of
individual sources to the systematic error for different bins
which are added in quadrature to arrive at the total system-
atic uncertainty. As seen, the total systematic error at the
highest energies is dominated by the uncertainty in the
magnitude of the charge confusion.

Most importantly, several independent analyses were
performed on the same data sample by different study
groups. Results of these analyses are consistent with those
presented in Fig. 5 and in Table I (see also [13]).

The observation of the positron fraction increase with
energy has been reported by earlier experiments: TS93
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PAMELA [22], and Fermi-LAT [23]. The most recent
results are presented in Fig. 5 for comparison. The accu-
racy of AMS-02 and high statistics available enable the
reported AMS-02 positron fraction spectrum to be clearly
distinct from earlier work. The AMS-02 spectrum has the
unique resolution, statistics, and energy range to provide
accurate information on new phenomena.
The accuracy of the data (Table I and [13]) enables us to

investigate the properties of the positron fraction with
different models. We present here the results of comparing
our data with a minimal model, as an example. In this
model the e" and e# fluxes,!e" and!e# , respectively, are
parametrized as the sum of individual diffuse power law
spectra and the contribution of a single common source
of e$:
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(with E in GeV), where the coefficients Ce" and Ce#

correspond to relative weights of diffuse spectra for posi-
trons and electrons, respectively, and Cs to the weight of
the source spectrum; !e" , !e# , and !s are the correspond-
ing spectral indices; and Es is a characteristic cutoff energy
for the source spectrum. With this parametrization the
positron fraction depends on five parameters. A fit to the
data in the energy range 1–350 GeV based on the number
of events in each bin yields a "2=d:f: % 28:5=57 and the
following: !e# # !e" % #0:63$ 0:03, i.e., the diffuse
positron spectrum is softer, that is, less energetic with
increasing energy, than the diffuse electron spectrum;
!e# # !s % 0:66$ 0:05, i.e., the source spectrum is
harder than the diffuse electron spectrum; Ce"=Ce# %
0:091$ 0:001, i.e., the weight of the diffuse positron flux
amounts to !10% of that of the diffuse electron flux;
Cs=Ce# % 0:0078$ 0:0012, i.e., the weight of the com-
mon source constitutes only !1% of that of the diffuse
electron flux; and 1=Es % 0:0013$ 0:0007 GeV#1, corre-
sponding to a cutoff energy of 760"1000

#280 GeV. The fit is
shown in Fig. 6 as a solid curve. The agreement between
the data and the model shows that the positron fraction
spectrum is consistent with e$ fluxes each of which is the
sum of its diffuse spectrum and a single common power
law source. No fine structures are observed in the data. The
excellent agreement of this model with the data indicates
that the model is insensitive to solar modulation effects
[24] during this period. Indeed, fitting over the energy
ranges from 0.8–350 GeV to 6.0–350 GeV does not change
the results nor the fit quality. Furthermore, fitting the data
with the same model extended to include different solar
modulation effects on positrons and electrons yields simi-
lar results. This study also shows that the slope of the
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background?

astrophysics: 
pulsars ...

particle physics: 
dark matter

๏ the current set of data does not allow us to identify the origin of 
the positron signal
๏ AMS/PAMELA/FERMI results are consistent with being the first 
detection of particle dark matter
๏ further complementary measurements are required to answer the 
question of these particles’ origin
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Dark matter detection

CDMS, CoGeNT, COUPP, 
CRESST, DAMA, XENON,...

direct DM detection

AMS2, PAMELA, Fermi-LAT,...

Indirect DM detection

LEP, Tevatron, LHC

Collider Searches

SMDM

DM SM
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๏ add more

Collider study of dark matter 

  pp

Tevatron

p-p

LHC

ILC

Feb. 24, 2014 

Considerations:  clean air, beautiful; geologically suitable, free land for campus, 
                              close  to  Beijing  with  easy  access;  local  government  support,… 
Possible sites: visits to more than 14 sites, initial evaluations of geo. structure done 

A good example is Qinghungdao (秦皇岛) 

CEPC – Site Investigation 

Y. F. Wang 

CepC/SppC

秦皇岛
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๏ How to observe DM signals? 
๏ How to distinguish DM scenarios?
๏ How to determine DM properties?  
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  Can we see DM at collider?  
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Momentum conservation

X
~p = 0

DM: Missing ET signatureHadron collider:  
X

~pT = 0
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  We have seen this before... 

Neutrinos

energy momentum conservation
๏ Pauli (1930), named “neutron”
   Chadwick (1932)   
๏ Fermi (1933, 1934), 
   “Neutrino”: little neutral one

4/27/13 10:05 PMVersuch einer Theorie der β-Strahlen. I - Springer

Page 1 of 6http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2FBF01351864#page-1

Look Inside Get AccessFind out how to access preview-only content
Zeitschrift für Physik
1934, Volume 88, Issue 3-4, pp 161-177

Versuch einer Theorie der β-Strahlen. I
Zusammenfassung
Eine quantitative Theorie des β-Zerfalls wird vorgeschlagen, in welcher man die Existenz des Neutrinos
annimmt, und die Emission der Elektronen und Neutrinos aus einem Kern beim β-Zerfall mit einer ähnlichen
Methode behandelt, wie die Emission eines Lichtquants aus einem angeregten Atom in der Strahlungstheorie.
Formeln für die Lebensdauer und für die Form des emittierten kontinuierlichen β- Strahlenspektrums werden
abgeleitet und mit der Erfahrung verglichen.

Vgl. die vorläufige Mitteilung: La Ricerca scientifica2, Heft 12, 1933.
Page %P

Page 1

n0 ! p+e�⌫̄e

• Pauli in 1930: Although only p+, e! detected in a radioactive decay,

there is a 3rd particle involved, a “neutron” undetected.

• Fermi in 1934 renamed it “neutrino”,

and formulated the weak interaction for n" p+ + e!+ !̄e:

L = GF "̄p#
µ"n "̄e#µ"!e.

# The neutrino was the 1st example for “missing energy”.

# The non-detectable nature introduced the 1st “dark matter”.

† Chadwick’s neutron is NOT dark.

† !$s not the whole story for the cosmic relic dark matter.

• Neutrinos were caught!

† Cowan-Reines in 1956: !̄e + p" e+ + n.

† Lederman-Schwartz-Steinberger in 1962 (BNL): !µ + Al" µ + X.

† “DODUT collaboration” in 2000 (FNAL): c" !$ + target" $ + X.

Appearance: “Dark matter direct detection”!
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the 1st “dark matter” !
Neutrino: 1st example for missing energy

๏ Discovery of W➞ l νl  (UA1/UA2, 1983)

W± and Missing Energy at Colliders
• The discovery of W± ! !"! (UA1/UA2 in 1983):

W± and Missing Energy at Colliders
• The discovery of W± ! !"! (UA1/UA2 in 1983):

W± and Missing Energy at Colliders
• The discovery of W± ! !"! (UA1/UA2 in 1983):
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the 1st “dark matter” !
only that it is not cold.
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MET  used everywhere...

Higgs  ➞ WW ➞ eνe µνµ
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How to observe dark matter signal? 

๏ Last particle in the cascade 
decay chain of parent particle

Discovering dark matter:

- DM candidate embedded in an extended TeV new 
physics scenario

- Could be early discovery.

DM candidate

Lightest superpartner (LSP)
Neutral and stable. 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012

๏ direct (pair) production 

   (with jet/photon/...)

   effective operator approach

Mono-everything: combined limits on dark matter production

at colliders from multiple final states

Ning Zhou,1 David Berge,2 and Daniel Whiteson1

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California, Irvine, CA 92697
2GRAPPA Institute, University of Amsterdam, Netherlands

Searches for dark matter production at particle colliders are complementary to direct-detection
and indirect-detection experiments, and especially powerful for small masses, m� < 100 GeV. An
important collider dark matter signature is due to the production of a pair of these invisible par-
ticles with the initial-state radiation of a standard model particle. Currently, collider searches use
individual and nearly orthogonal final states to search for initial-state jets, photons or massive gauge
bosons. We combine these results across final states and across experiments to give the strongest
current collider-based limits in the context of e�ective field theories, and map these to limits on
dark matter interactions with nuclei and to dark matter self-annhiliation.

PACS numbers:

Though the presence of dark matter in the universe1

has been well-established, little is known of its particle2

nature or its non-gravitational interactions. A vibrant3

experimental program is searching for a weakly interact-4

ing massive particle (WIMP), denoted as �, and inter-5

actions with standard model particles via some as-yet-6

unknown mediator. If the mediator is too heavy to be7

resolved, the interaction can be modeled as an e�ective8

field theory with a four-point interaction.9

One critical component of this program is the search10

for pair-production of WIMPs at particle colliders, specif-11

ically pp � ��̄ at the LHC via some unknown interme-12

diate state. As the final state WIMPs are invisible to13

the detectors, the events can only be seen if there is as-14

sociated initial-state radiation of a standard model par-15

ticle [1–3], see Fig 1, recoiling against the dark matter16

pair.17

The LHC collaborations have reported limits on the18

cross section of pp � ��̄ + X where X is a gluon or19

quark [4, 5], photon [6, 7], and other searches have been20

repurposed to study the cases where X is a W [8] or Z21

⇥

⇥̄

q

q̄

g, �, Z, or W

FIG. 1: Pair production of WIMPs (��̄) in proton-proton
collisions at the LHC via an unknown intermediate state, with
initial-state radiation of a standard model particle.

boson [9, 10]. In each case, limits are reported in terms of22

the mass scale M� of the unknown interaction expressed23

in an e�ective field theory [1–3, 11–17]. These various24

initial-state tags probe the same e�ective theory, but are25

largely statistically independent due to their nearly or-26

thogonal event selection requirements. As the relative27

rates of radiation of gluons (quarks), photons, W or Z28

bosons from the incoming quark (gluon) legs are deter-29

mined by the standard model, the various probes may be30

combined to give the strongest limits without any loss of31

generality or additional theoretical assumptions.32

Recently, an analysis of multi-jet final states was shown33

to add some sensitivity to the mono-jet analyses [18]; that34

sample is not statistically independent from the mono-jet35

results used here, and is not included. An earlier global36

analysis of indirect and direct constraints with Tevatron37

data and mono-jet data from ATLAS provided an initial38

set of combined constraints [19] using the approximations39

of a �2 technique.40

In this paper, we perform a full statistical combina-41

tion of the limits from all available channels (mono-jet,42

mono-photon, mono-Z1) from both ATLAS and CMS at43 ⇥
s = 7 TeV, accounting for the dominant correlations44

and providing the most powerful current collider con-45

straints. While the limits reported by the experimental46

collaborations are typically given for a few select e�ec-47

tive operators, we calculate the e⇤ciencies of their selec-48

tions and reinterpret their searches for the complete set49

of operators relevant for Dirac fermion or complex scalar50

WIMPs.51

Models52

The e�ective theories of dark matter considered here53

consider the possibility that the final-state WIMPs are a54

Dirac fermion (operators D1-D14 in Ref [14]) or a com-55

1
Final states with a heavy boson have little power relative to

mono-photon or mono-jet; we include mono-Z as a demonstra-

tion, and do not include mono-W , although see [8].
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How to observe dark matter signal? 

๏ Last particle in the cascade 
decay chain of parent particle

Discovering dark matter:

- DM candidate embedded in an extended TeV new 
physics scenario

- Could be early discovery.
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Neutral and stable. 
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and indirect-detection experiments, and especially powerful for small masses, m� < 100 GeV. An
important collider dark matter signature is due to the production of a pair of these invisible par-
ticles with the initial-state radiation of a standard model particle. Currently, collider searches use
individual and nearly orthogonal final states to search for initial-state jets, photons or massive gauge
bosons. We combine these results across final states and across experiments to give the strongest
current collider-based limits in the context of e�ective field theories, and map these to limits on
dark matter interactions with nuclei and to dark matter self-annhiliation.
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Though the presence of dark matter in the universe1

has been well-established, little is known of its particle2

nature or its non-gravitational interactions. A vibrant3

experimental program is searching for a weakly interact-4

ing massive particle (WIMP), denoted as �, and inter-5

actions with standard model particles via some as-yet-6

unknown mediator. If the mediator is too heavy to be7

resolved, the interaction can be modeled as an e�ective8

field theory with a four-point interaction.9

One critical component of this program is the search10

for pair-production of WIMPs at particle colliders, specif-11

ically pp � ��̄ at the LHC via some unknown interme-12

diate state. As the final state WIMPs are invisible to13

the detectors, the events can only be seen if there is as-14

sociated initial-state radiation of a standard model par-15

ticle [1–3], see Fig 1, recoiling against the dark matter16

pair.17

The LHC collaborations have reported limits on the18

cross section of pp � ��̄ + X where X is a gluon or19

quark [4, 5], photon [6, 7], and other searches have been20

repurposed to study the cases where X is a W [8] or Z21

⇥
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FIG. 1: Pair production of WIMPs (��̄) in proton-proton
collisions at the LHC via an unknown intermediate state, with
initial-state radiation of a standard model particle.

boson [9, 10]. In each case, limits are reported in terms of22

the mass scale M� of the unknown interaction expressed23

in an e�ective field theory [1–3, 11–17]. These various24

initial-state tags probe the same e�ective theory, but are25

largely statistically independent due to their nearly or-26

thogonal event selection requirements. As the relative27

rates of radiation of gluons (quarks), photons, W or Z28

bosons from the incoming quark (gluon) legs are deter-29

mined by the standard model, the various probes may be30

combined to give the strongest limits without any loss of31

generality or additional theoretical assumptions.32

Recently, an analysis of multi-jet final states was shown33

to add some sensitivity to the mono-jet analyses [18]; that34

sample is not statistically independent from the mono-jet35

results used here, and is not included. An earlier global36

analysis of indirect and direct constraints with Tevatron37

data and mono-jet data from ATLAS provided an initial38

set of combined constraints [19] using the approximations39

of a �2 technique.40

In this paper, we perform a full statistical combina-41

tion of the limits from all available channels (mono-jet,42

mono-photon, mono-Z1) from both ATLAS and CMS at43 ⇥
s = 7 TeV, accounting for the dominant correlations44

and providing the most powerful current collider con-45

straints. While the limits reported by the experimental46

collaborations are typically given for a few select e�ec-47

tive operators, we calculate the e⇤ciencies of their selec-48

tions and reinterpret their searches for the complete set49

of operators relevant for Dirac fermion or complex scalar50

WIMPs.51

Models52

The e�ective theories of dark matter considered here53

consider the possibility that the final-state WIMPs are a54

Dirac fermion (operators D1-D14 in Ref [14]) or a com-55

1
Final states with a heavy boson have little power relative to

mono-photon or mono-jet; we include mono-Z as a demonstra-

tion, and do not include mono-W , although see [8].
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CMS, monojet + MET 

 Collider better: small mX region, spin-dependent

CMS, EXO-12-048
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CMS, monojet + MET 

 Collider better: small mX region, spin-dependent

monojet, monophoton, monoZ, mono-b,...

CMS, EXO-12-048
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Synergy   
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Relic Density        Indirect Detection Direct Detection

Astrophysical and Cosmological Inputs

Collider Inputs

Weak-scale Parameters

DM Annihilation  DM-N  Interaction

parts per mille 
agreement for Ωχ 
à discovery of 
dark matter

local DM density and 
velocity profile

eliminate particle physics uncertainty
do real astrophysics
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  Conclusion
-

๏ The existence of dark matter provides unambiguous evidence for new 
physics beyond the SM.
๏ Many new physics models naturally have a DM candidate: WIMP.
๏ DM direct detection. 

- no convincing evidence
- light DM region: controversial.

๏ DM indirect detection
-neutrinos, photos, positrons
-PAMELA/FERMI/AMS: e+ signal 

๏ DM at colliders
-model independent: monojet, mono-xxx
-model dependent searches 

๏ Interplay between particle physics, astrophysics and cosmology
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The Coming decade is going to be 
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